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N95
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR
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LOW BRATHING RESISTANCE
Filter technology reduces
inhalation resistance brings
comfort for the user.

FACE SEAL FOAM
Provides a custom fit and secure
seal to different facial sizes.

RUBBER HEAD BAND
Heavy-duty head bands stapled outside
of breathing zone for a comfortable
and custom fit.

HANGING
It is able to hang from the neck when
not in use.

LATEX FREE
Latex free material to
avoid irritaion.
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N99
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR
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LOW BRATHING RESISTANCE
Filter technology reduces inhalation
resistance to bring comfort wear.

EXHALATION VALVE
Reduces hot air bild up, and easy
breath in hot and humid working
place.

NOSE BRIDGE
Adjustable aluminum or plastic
nose bridge provide custom seal
for different facial sizes.

FACE SEAL FOAM
Provides a custom fit and secure
seal to different facial sizes.

RUBBER HEAD BAND
Heavy-duty head bands stapled outside of
breathing zone for a comfortable and
custom fit.

HANGING
It is able to hang from the neck when not in use.

LATEX FREE
Latex free material to avoid irritaion.
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B201
MOLDED SERIES
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SPECIFICATIONS
Lightweight structure results en easy breathing and confortable wear.

Ergonomic mask shape provides custom seal for different facial sizes.

Conforms to 42 CFR part 84, N95 class, NIOSH approved, TC-84A-7719.

Welding elastic head strap and half face seal foam reinforce the seal with lowest 

leakage.

BREATHE  
EASY

SOFT

WOVEN

EP

LATEX FREE

B226
MOLDED SERIES
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR WITH VALVE

SPECIFICATIONS
Lightweight structure results en easy breathing and confortable wear.

Ergonomic mask shape provides custom seal for different facial sizes.

Conforms to 42 CFR part 84, N95 class, NIOSH approved, TC-84A-7720.

Welded elastic strap and half face seal foam reinforce the seal with lowest leakage.

No metal used and apply latex free material to avoid irritation.

Advanced low resistant exhalation valve reduces hot air bildup and easy to breathe 
hot/humid environments.

BREATH
EASY

SOFT

WOVEN

EP

LATEX FREE
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B200
MOLDED SERIES
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SPECIFICATIONS
Conforms to 42 CFR part 84, N95 class, NIOSH approved. TC-84A-3888

Low breathing resistance for more comfortable feel to wearer.

Heavy-duty head bands, adjustable nose clip and soft nose foam for a comfortable
and custom fit.

Latex free material to avoid irritatation.

BREATHE
EASY

SOFT

SECURE

LATEX FREE

ELASTICITY

B300
MOLDED SERIES
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR WITH VALVE

SPECIFICATIONS
Conforms to 42 CFR part 84, N99 class, NIOSH approved, TC-84A-3907 

Low breathing resistance for more comfortable feel to wearer.

Heavy-duty head bands, adjustable nose clip and soft nose foam for a comfortable
and custom fit.

Exhalation valve reduces hot air buildup and makes it easy to breathe in and out.

Latex free material to avoid irritatation.

BREATHE
EASY

VALVE

SOFT

SECURE

LATEX FREE
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